JANUARY 2019 NON-FICTION & GRAPHIC NOVELS

Astronomy for kids: How to explore outer space with binoculars, a telescope, or just your eyes!
Call # JUV 523 AST Betts, Bruce
One of the coolest things about outer space is that anyone can explore it. All you have to do is go
outside and look up! Using plain sight, binoculars, or a small telescope, Astronomy for Kids shows
stargazers how easy it is to explore space, just by stepping outside.

Cool Japan guide: fun in the land of manga, lucky cats, and ramen
Call # JUV 741.5 COO Denson, Abby
Traveling to Japan has never been so much fun -- visit the land of anime, manga, cosplay, hot springs
and sushi! This full-color graphic novel guidebook explores Japanese culture from a cartoonist's
perspective.

Cool Tokyo guide: adventures in the city of Kawaii fashion, train sushi and Godzilla
Call # JUV 741.5 COO Denson, Abby
Discover the city of temples, video games, manga, and cosplay with this graphic Tokyo travel guide!

Gallop! 100 fun facts about horses
Call # JUV BLACK 636.1 Jazynka, Kitson
Information about horses for children learning to read.

Grand theft horse
Call # JUV 741.5 GRA Neri, Greg
After horse trainer Gail Ruffu decides to take a racehorse from the hands of its abusive co-owners, she
faces legal battles in this graphic novel inspired by real events.

Hilo. Book 5, Then everything went wrong
Call # JUV 741.5 HIL Winick, Judd
As D.J., Gina, Hilo and Izzy go on another adventure together, Hilo gets even closer to answering the
questions of his past. But the shocking answers he gets are not the ones he expected or wanted.

Warriors manga: Graystripe’s adventure: book one
Call # JUV 741.5 HUN Hunter, Erin
Trapped in the pampered life of a kittypet, Graystripe gets all the food and shelter he needs from his
affectionate Twoleg family—but the forest is calling him. When he makes friends with a feisty kittypet
named Millie, she encourages him to go in search of his lost friends. But will Graystripe ever find his way
back to the Clan?

It’s up to you, Abe Lincoln
Call # JUV 921 LIN Hirschfeld, Leila
Explores ten crucial decisions, in Abraham Lincoln's life, that defined his leadership and shaped America
as we know it today.

Max & the Midknights
Call # JUV MAX Peirce, Lincoln
Max and a group of friends dubbed the Midknights go on a quest to rescue the Kingdom of Byjovia from
the mean King Gastley.

Path to the stars: my journey from Girl Scout to rocket scientist
Call # JUV 921 ACE Acevedo, Sylvia
The inspiring memoir for young readers about a Latina rocket scientist whose early life was transformed
by joining the Girl Scouts and who currently serves as CEO of the Girl Scouts of the USA.

The space adventurer’s guide: your passport to the coolest things to see and do in the universe
Call # JUV 629.4 SPA McMahon, Peter
A guide to space travel describes how to prepare and the different trips a person could make, the steps
that each trip would involve, and some things to do at each destination.

Warriors manga: Graystripe’s adventure: Warrior’s refuge
Call # JUV 741.5 HUN Jolley, Dan
Graystripe and his friend, Mille, are finally on their way, but finding the ThunderClan is a lot harder than
they had imagined.

Warriors: Ravenpaw’s path. #1, Shattered peace
Call # JUV 741.5 HUN Jolley, Dan
Ravenpaw, having left the warrior Clans and enjoying his new life on a peaceful farm, teams up with his
new friend, Barley, to protect his life when five rogue cats from Twolegplace arrive.

Warriors: Ravenpaw’s path. #2, A clan in need
Call # JUV 741.5 HUN Jolley, Dan
Ravenpaw and Barley are forced to seek shelter with ThunderClan after they are driven away from their
home, but the feline friends find that ThunderClan is in grave danger thanks to the attacking BloodClan.

Warriors: Ravenpaw’s path. #3, The heart of a warrior
Call # JUV 741.5 HUN Jolley, Dan
Ravenpaw, having been forced from his home by rogue cats, teams up with Firestar and the
ThunderClan warriors to get revenge and reclaim the farm.

Warriors: The rise of Scourge: Book One, The rise of Scourge
Call # JUV 741.5 HUN Jolley, Dan
An encounter with some wild forest cats leads Tiny to leave his life as a pampered pet behind and
become the revenge-seeking Scourge.

Warriors: Tigerstar & Sasha. #2, Escape from the forest
Call # JUV 741.5 HUN Jolley, Dan
When Sasha is forced to leave her home, she must forge a solitary new life in the forest. Life on her own
is exciting at first but quickly gets lonely. When Sasha meets Tigerstar, leader of ShadowClan, she
wonders whether she would be better off joining the ranks of his forest Clan. But Tigerstar has many
secrets, and Sasha must decide whether she can trust him.

Warriors: Tigerstar & Sasha. #1, Into the woods
Call # JUV 741.5 HUN Jolley, Dan
When Sasha is forced to leave her home, she must forge a solitary new life in the forest. Life on her own
is exciting at first but quickly gets lonely. When Sasha meets Tigerstar, leader of ShadowClan, she
wonders whether she would be better off joining the ranks of his forest Clan. But Tigerstar has many
secrets, and Sasha must decide whether she can trust him.

Warriors: Tigerstar & Sasha. #3, Return to the clans
Call # JUV 741.5 HUN Jolley, Dan
Sasha, still haunted by Tigerstar, attempts to raise her kits in the forest, but the scarcity of food makes
her wonder whether her kits would be better off as warriors in a clan.

Where’s the Wookie?
Call # JUV 793.73 STA Pallant, Katrina
Chewbacca, a known rebel ally, is wanted for crimes against the Empire. He has a sizable bounty on his
head, and is now being pursued across the galaxy by the best bounty hunters in the business. Explore
the Star Wars universe as you join the hunt for this hairy giant!

